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The Committee on Education of EGU was created

in 2002 with the purpose of developing educational

activities at EGU. 

1) Geosciences Information for Teachers (GIFT) workshops

(At the EGU General Assemblies and more recently at

Alexander von Humboldt topical Conferences)

2) Educational sessions at EGU General Assemblies (teachers and 

scientists and sciences educators)

3) Gift Distinguished Lectures series

4) Teachers at sea

5) Foster collaborations between schools
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Typically a GIFT workshop in Vienna includes: 

80 participants

20 countries

8-9 conferences

2 half-days practical works with hands-on activities experts

4 oral teacher-to-teachers communications

40-45 teachers’ posters

1 visit to local institutions in Vienna (UNOOSA, IAEA…)

Visit and reception at the Vienna Museum of Natural Hystory



2009

Topic: The Earth from Space
Programme   Presentations Brochure Web Conferences

2008

Topic: The Carbon Cycle
Programme   Presentations Brochure

2007

Topic: Geosciences in the city
Programme   Presentations Brochure

2006

Topic: The Polar Regions
Programme   Presentations Brochure
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Many persons, not only from the Committee on Education of EGU, 
have given their time and energy to the preparation of this
Workshop! 

We all hope that you’ll enjoy it and most of all that it will be useful in 
your teaching.

But we also expect something from
you!



We would like to continue to offer teachers the opportunity to 
attend GIFT and similar workshops, but this depends upon us being 
able to show our sponsors that teachers have used the GIFT 
information and science didactics in their daily teaching, or as 
inspiration for new ways to teach science in their schools.

Therefore we ask you:



Therefore, we ask you

1. To fill in the evaluation forms as soon as possible and 
email them back to us





2. Make a presentation of your experience 
at GIFT to a group of your  teaching 
colleagues sometime after you return from 
EGU



3. Send us reports and photographs 
about how you have used the GIFT  
information in your classrooms. 



And finally answer to the frequently asked question: 

Can I come again to the GIFT workshop?

Every year, we welcome 10-15 % of teachers who
have already attended GIFT in previous years.

These teachers are selected among those who have 
given us the reports!

But we have a problem for teachers coming from far 
away developing countries who cannot financially
contribute to the air flight expenses.

I will explain on Friday how we can solve this problem
for really exceptional teachers.



Enjoy the 2016 – GIFT Workshop!

The Committee on Education of EGU




